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Jet energy loss and single inclusive jet suppression in high-energy heavy-ion collisions are studied
within a pQCD parton model that includes both elastic and radiative interactions between jet shower
and medium partons as they propagate through the quark-gluon plasma. The collisional energy loss
of jets with a given cone-size is found to be relatively small comparing with the radiative energy
loss. However the effect of transverse momentum broadening due to elastic scattering is significant
in the calculation of radiative energy loss within the high-twist formalism. The nuclear modification
factors for single inclusive jets with different cone-sizes are calculated and compared to experimental
data as measured by ALICE and ATLAS experiments in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
Results on jet suppression in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV are also presented.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
In high-energy heavy-ion collisions, jet quenching phe-
nomena [1, 2] can be used as a powerful tool to study
properties of the strongly interacting quark-gluon plasma
(QGP). These phenomena are caused by parton en-
ergy loss and transverse momentum pT broadening due
to interaction between jet shower partons and thermal
medium partons [3–14]. The radiative energy loss can be
related to the jet transport coefficient qˆ that characterizes
the properties of the dense medium [4, 5]. At the leading
order in pQCD, qˆ is directly the averaged transverse mo-
mentum broadening squared per unit length. The eval-
uation of qˆ is model dependent and could involve non-
perturbative physics. Recently, it has been studied at
the next-to-leading order (NLO) in pQCD [15, 16]. The
elastic energy loss is however not directly related to qˆ
but another jet transport coefficient eˆ [17]. Recent phe-
nomenological studies have extracted the value of the jet
transport coefficient from experimental data on suppres-
sion of single inclusive hadron spectra at large transverse
momentum [18]. Studies of reconstructed jets and their
medium modification should provide further constraints
on the properties the dense medium [19–31] in heavy-
ion collisions at the RHIC, LHC and future high-energy
collider energies [32].
In model descriptions of the jet quenching phenomena
in both high pT hadron and jet spectra, energy loss due to
elastic and inelastic processes should be both considered
[31, 33–35]. Though elastic energy loss is significantly
smaller than radiative energy loss for light partons, it
plays an important role in providing a consistent descrip-
tion of suppression of both light and heavy quark hadrons
in high-energy heavy-ion collisions [37–40].
In the study of net energy loss for reconstructed jets
with given jet cone-size, we should consider the scenario
when recoil partons from the medium in the elastic pro-
cess fall inside the jet cone. In this case, the total energy
within the jet-cone remains the same and therefore no
net energy loss for the jet. The net energy loss for jets
with finite cone-size considering recoil partons is there-
fore different with the elastic energy loss of a single par-
ton. Such recoil effect from jet medium interaction has
been found important in Monte Carlo simulations of jet
propagation and modification [41–43]. The diffusion of
jet shower partons in the transverse direction should also
influence the net jet energy loss and the jet transverse
profile [31, 42, 43].
In this paper, we will study the effects of recoil par-
tons and transverse momentum broadening on the net
jet parton energy loss and single inclusive jet suppression
within the NLO perturbative QCD parton model in high-
energy heavy-ion collisions. We will consider different
scenarios of recoil thermal parton propagation after the
elastic scatterings with the jet shower partons. Within
the high-twist approach to radiative parton energy loss,
the momentum of radiated gluons are most likely to be
collinear with that of the initial parton. For jets with a
certain cone-size, small angle radiations that fall inside
the jet cone do not contribute to the jet energy loss. The
diffusion of jet shower partons and radiated gluons due
to transverse momentum broadening should have signifi-
cant effects on net jet energy loss within the jet cone. We
will include transverse momentum broadening of both jet
shower and radiated partons and study their effects on
net jet energy loss and suppression of single inclusive jet
spectra.
II. COLLISIONAL ENERGY LOSS AND
RECOIL PARTONS
The energy loss rate of a jet with jet-cone size R due
to elastic scattering can be calculated from the elastic
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2scattering rate [42],
dEela
dx
≡
∑
b,c,d
ˆ
dθ2dθ3dφ3dE3fb(E2, T )
|Mab→cd|2
16E1(2pi)4
× E2E3 sin θ2 sin θ3δEab→cd
[E1(1− cos θ2)− E3(1− cos θ3)] (1)
where
E2 =
E1E3(1− cos θ3)
E1(1− cos θ12)− E3(1− cos θ23) , (2)
φi is the azimuthal angle, θi is the polar angle of a par-
ton’s momentum pi, φij and θij are the azimuth and
polar angles between two partons’ momenta pi and pj ,
respectively. The thermal parton distribution function
in the medium, fb is given by the Fermi-Dirac distri-
bution for a quark, or the Bose-Einstein distribution
for a gluon. The matrix elements |Mab→cd|2 for two-
parton scatterings [44] are regularized with a Debye mass
µ2D = (1 + nf/6)g
2T 2.
To calculate the net energy loss of a jet with a finite
jet-cone size, one should take into account of the recoil
thermal partons before and after the elastic scattering
[42]. The thermal parton can become a part of the jet if
it falls inside the jet-cone after the elastic scattering. One
should also subtract the initial thermal parton’s energy
as part of the background if it was within the jet-cone
before the elastic scattering. The net energy loss within
the jet-cone due to elastic scattering is therefore,
δEelw/recoil = Ea + Ebθb − Ecθc − Edθd, (3)
where θi is a θ-function in the relative angle between
partons and the jet: it equals to 1 if the parton falls
inside the jet cone, 0 otherwise. In this scenario, we
neglect further interaction of the recoil thermal partons.
In an alternative scenario, we assume the recoil par-
ton is immediately thermalized and become part of the
medium. The contribution of the thermalized recoil par-
ton to the net jet energy within the jet-cone is neglected.
The net collisional jet energy loss per scattering in this
scenario is,
δEeln/recoil = Ea −max(Ec, Ed), (4)
which is just the elastic energy loss of a singe parton.
To illustrate the effect of recoil partons in the col-
lisional energy loss, we calculate the total elastic en-
ergy loss for a quark jet that is initially produced at
x = y = z = 0 and propagates in the transverse direction
along the direction φ = 0 through the QGP produced in
Pb+Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with 0−10% cen-
trality (b = 3.2 fm). The total collisional energy loss for
a jet propagating though the medium is the integral of
the collisional energy loss rate over the propagating path,
∆Eeljet =
´
path
dxdEel/dx. The temperature profile for
determining the local thermal parton distributions along
the propagation path is given by a hydrodynamic evolu-
tion [45, 46] with the initial temperature T0 = 468 MeV
at x = 0, y = 0 and τ0 = 0.6 fm. In the leading order
approximation of a reconstructed jet, we assume the jet-
cone size R is defined as the opening angle with respect
to the initial parton before the elastic scattering. Shown
in Fig. 1 are the total net jet energy loss due to elastic
scattering with (solid and dashed lines) and without re-
coil thermal partons (dot-dashed lines) as a function of
the initial jet transverse momentum pT for a jet cone-
size R = 0.4 and R = 0.3. It is clear that inclusion of
recoil partons inside the jet cone reduces the net elastic
jet energy loss significantly, especially for a large jet cone
size.
One should note that the recoil thermal partons from
the elastic jet-medium scattering will go through further
scattering in the medium. Though the net jet energy loss
would not change much due to these further interaction
which is dominated by small angle scattering, the en-
ergy distribution at large angles in the jet profile is very
sensitive to the further propagation of recoil thermal par-
tons. This effect has been studied in the Linear Boltz-
mann Transport (LBT) model [41, 42, 47], the Boltzmann
Approach to Multi-Parton Scatterings (BAMPS) model
[48, 49] and the hybrid model [43] in which energy loss
to the medium is propagated via hydrodynamic evolution
[50]. We will neglect this effect due to recoil parton prop-
agation in this study since we are only concerned with the
net jet energy loss in the suppression of single inclusive
jet cross section in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.
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Figure 1: Collisional energy losses for a quark jet that is pro-
duced at x = 0, y = 0, φ = 0 and propagates though the
medium in the
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions in the
0− 10% centrality.
3III. RADIATIVE ENERGY LOSS WITH pT
BROADENING
Jet shower partons propagating in the QGP medium
will also suffer radiative energy loss due to gluon
bremsstrahlung in addition to the elastic energy loss. It
is the dominant mechanism for parton energy loss in the
study of suppression of single hadron spectra [18, 51–56]
and jet spectra [19–31] in high-energy heavy-ion colli-
sions.
In most theoretical studies, radiative parton energy
loss is dominated by soft and collinear gluon radiation
[3–12]. Further scatterings of the radiative gluon are ne-
glected since they don’t cause additional energy loss of
the leading parton. For the net energy loss of recon-
structed jets with finite jet-cone size, interaction of the
radiative gluons with the medium during their propa-
gation can transport energy into or out of the jet cone
and therefore should be considered. We will consider the
transverse momentum broadening of radiative gluons and
its effect on the final net jet energy loss in this paper.
We will work within the high-twist model in which par-
ton energy loss can be approximately expressed as [11–
13],
∆Erada
E
≈ 2
pi
CAαs
ˆ
dτ
ˆ 0.5
0
dz
ˆ
dl2T
l4T
× qˆazPga(z) sin2
(
l2T τ
4z(1− z)E
)
, (5)
for parton a with initial energy E, where αs is the strong
coupling constant, z is the energy fraction of the radi-
ated gluon, lT is its transverse momentum, and
´
dτ is
the integral along the propagation path. Pga(z) is the
splitting function without the color factor. For a quark
jet Pgq(z) = [1+(1−z)2]/z. We take the small z approxi-
mation by limiting the upper limit of the integration over
z to be 1/2. In this case, after the splitting, the flavor
of the leading parton has not been changed. This gives
the clear physical picture of energy loss. This is also
consistent with Eq. (5). We can see from Eq. (5), the
dominate contribution to the parton energy loss comes
from the small-z region. The jet transport parameter qˆa
or the average transverse momentum broadening squared
per unit length will be given by leading order perturba-
tive elastic scattering between parton a and the medium
[42],
qˆa = Ca
42ζ(3)
pi
α2sT
3 ln
(
s∗
4µ2D
)
, (6)
where Ca = CF = 43 , s
∗ = 5.8ET for a quark and
Ca = CA = 3, s∗ = 5.6ET for a gluon, µD is the Debye
mass, ζ(3) ≈ 1.202 is the Apéry’s constant. The local
temperature T along the propagation path at time τ will
be given by the hydro profile of heavy-ion collisions with
the given centrality [45, 46]. For the radiative energy
loss of a gluon jet, one should replace the quark splitting
function Pgq with the gluon one Pgg. The difference be-
tween the numerical results given by these two splitting
functions is less than one percent except the color factor
which has been absorbed into qˆa. The g → qq¯ splitting
can be ignored in the small z approximation.
To calculate the net jet energy loss within a jet cone,
one has to include three modifications based on the above
description of parton energy loss. The first modification
is to consider jet cone size. For radiated gluons that
are collinear with the initial leading parton, they don’t
contribute to the net jet energy loss if they are still inside
the jet cone. Only those radiated gluons that fall outside
the jet cone contribute to the net jet energy loss,
lT /zE > sin(R), (7)
where R is the cone-size.
The second modification involves soft radiated gluons.
We assume those soft radiated gluons whose energy is less
than the Debye mass µD ∼ gT become thermalized with
the medium through further interaction and their contri-
bution to the jet energy within the jet cone is negligible.
Hence, the energy carried by the soft radiated gluons,
zE < µD ∼ 1GeV is considered lost to the medium re-
gardless of their transverse momentum.
The third modification comes from the transverse mo-
mentum broadening while a jet traverses the medium.
Within the high-twist approach to radiative energy loss,
collinear approximation is made through a Taylor expan-
sion in the transverse momentum of exchanged gluons.
At twist-4, the transverse momentum enters the final re-
sults through an averaged quantity, the jet transport co-
efficient qˆ. However, the final radiated gluon in the high-
twist approach does not carry any transverse momentum
broadening from the interaction with the medium. In
this paper, we explore the broadening effect of the radi-
ated gluon using a Gaussian broadening model.
The diffusion of radiated gluons in the transverse direc-
tion due to transverse momentum broadening will lead to
transport of radiated gluons outside of the jet cone and
therefore increase the net jet energy loss. Such trans-
port of radiated gluons has been taken into account in
LBT model [20] and other parton transport Monet Carlo
models [57, 58]. It is therefore important to take into ac-
count of this effect in pQCD parton models with medium
induced parton energy loss. Within the high-twist frame-
work, one can assume the transverse momentum distri-
bution due to pT broadening takes a Gaussian form. The
averaged transverse momentum broadening squared is
determined by the path integral of the jet transport co-
efficient qˆ,
〈∆l2T 〉 ≡
ˆ ∞
τ0
dτ qˆ(~r0 + ~vτ). (8)
4With this additional transverse momentum from pT
broadening, the final kinetic restriction on the radiated
gluons that fall outside jet cone is given by
|~lT + ∆~lT |/zE > sinR. (9)
It was shown in [36] that in the soft gluon emission
limit the radiative energy loss of a jet is given only by
the energy of the gluon transported outside of the jet cone
of radius R. We will work within the high-twist model
[11–13], in which we approximate parton energy loss by
limiting the z integration to 12 as the case in Eq. 5. In-
cluding all three modifications mentioned above, one can
get the radiative jet energy loss from a modified version
of Eq. (5),
∆Eradjet
E
≈ 2
pi
CAαs
ˆ
dτ
ˆ 0.5
0
dz
ˆ
dl2T
l4Tˆ
d2∆~lT
1
2pi〈∆l2T 〉
e−∆~l
2
T /(2〈∆l2T 〉)
(1− θ(zE − µD)θ(zE sinR− |~lT + ∆~lT |))
×qˆazPga(z) sin2
(
l2T τ
4z(1− z)E
)
. (10)
The theta functions here make sure that hard gluon ra-
diations inside of the jet-cone do not contribute to the
jet energy loss.
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Figure 2: Radiative energy loss for a quark jet (R = 0.4) with
(solid) and without (dashed) pT broadening as a function of
the initial jet energy as compared to the parton energy loss
(dot-dashed). The initial jet is produced at x = y = z = 0 and
propagates along φ = 0 in 0 − 10% central Pb+Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
Shown in Fig. 2 is the jet energy loss of a quark jet
due to gluon bremsstrahlung with (solid) and without
(dashed) transverse momentum broadening as a function
of the initial jet transverse momentum. The initial con-
figurations of jets and hydro profile are the same as that
used in the calculations shown in Fig. 1. One can clearly
see that the broadening effect is very significant which
almost doubles the radiative jet energy loss. Overall,
the jet radiative energy loss ∆Eradjet is much larger than
the net jet energy loss from elastic scattering Eeljet. We
also plot the energy loss of a leading parton (dot-dashed)
for comparison. In the calculation of the radiative en-
ergy loss of the leading parton, we need to introduce the
Debye screening mass to regulate the collinear radiation
instead of the jet cone-size that is used in the calculation
of the jet energy loss.
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Figure 3: Radiative energy loss of a 200 GeV quark jet that is
produced at the x = 0, y = 0, φ = 0 and propagates through
medium in 0− 10% central Pb+Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76
TeV as a function of the jet cone-size.
To study the cone-size dependence of the radiative jet
energy loss, we show in Fig. 3 the radiative jet energy
loss of a quark jet with initial energy E = 200 GeV
with (solid) and without (dashed) transverse momentum
broadening as a function of the jet cone-size R. The ini-
tial configurations of jets and hydro profile are the same
as that for results shown in Fig. 1. The jet energy loss
in general decreases with the jet cone-size in both cases
as more and more radiated gluons fall into the larger jet
cone and do not contribute to the jet energy loss. With a
finite jet cone-size, soft gluons whose energy is less than
the value zE < |~lT + ∆~lT |/ sinR falls outside the jet
cone and contribute to jet energy loss. This is why the
jet energy loss does not vanish at very large cone-size.
The cone-size dependence becomes weaker after trans-
verse momentum broadening is taken into account.
IV. JET SUPPRESSION IN HIGH-ENERGY
HEAVY-ION COLLISIONS
One of the direct consequences of jet energy loss is
the suppression of the single inclusive jet cross section
5in heavy-ion collisions relative to p+p collisions. We will
calculate the suppression factor for the single inclusive jet
production in heavy-ion collisions within the NLO pQCD
model in which the final jet energy is reduced from its
initial value by the jet energy loss which is the sum of
elastic and radiative jet energy loss.
In the central rapidity region, the initial transverse mo-
mentum of the produced jet comes mainly from the hard
parton scattering and the intrinsic transverse momentum
of the colliding partons can be ignored. The single inclu-
sive jet cross section in p+p collisions, p+p→ jet+X, at
large pT , can be expressed in a collinear factorized form
at the leading order of pQCD as,
dσpp
dpT dy
= 2pT
∑
abcd
ˆ
dydxafa/p(xa, µ
2)xbfb/p(xb, µ
2)
×dσˆab→cd
dt
, (11)
where y = yc and yd are rapidities of the final partons in
the 2 → 2 processes, xa = xT (ey + eyd), xb = xT (e−y +
e−yd) are the light-cone momentum fractions carried by
the initial partons from the two colliding protons with
xT = 2pT /
√
sNN, fa/p(x, µ2) is the parton distribution
function inside a proton and dσˆab→cd/dt is the parton
level leading order cross section which depends on the
Mandelstam variables sˆ = xaxbsNN, tˆ = −p2T (1 + eyd−y)
and uˆ = −p2T (1 + ey−yd).
One assumes that the initial production rate of high pT
jets in A+A collisions is the same as the superposition
of nucleon-nucleon collisions, except that one needs to
consider jet energy loss and the nuclear modification of
the initial parton distributions [59]. When jet energy
loss is considered, the cross section for single inclusive
jet production in A+A collision at LO is given by,
dσAA
dpT dy
=
∑
abcd
ˆ
d2rd2btA(r)tA(|b− r|)
ˆ
dφ
pi
dyd
× [pTxafa/A(xa, µ2)xbfb/B(xb, µ2)
dσˆab→cd
dt
]
pT→pT+∆Ecjet
, (12)
where tA(r) is the nuclear thickness function and
fa/A(x, µ
2) is the nuclear modified parton distribution
function [59], r is the transverse coordinate of the bi-
nary nucleon-nucleon collision that produces the initial
jet, b is the impact-parameter of the nucleus-nucleus col-
lisions. The jet energy loss ∆Ecjet = ∆E
el
jet+∆E
rad
jet in the
medium, which is described by a hydrodynamical model,
depends on a path integral for given r, b and the az-
imuthal angle φ of the jet. The range of integration over
the impact parameter b is determined by the centrality
of the nucleus-nucleus collisions according to the exper-
imental measurement. Since the jet energy loss depends
on the jet cone-size R, the jet cross section in A+A col-
lisions will also depends on R though the LO jet cross
section in p+p collisions does not depend the jet cone-
size.
The jet suppression factor is given by the ratio of the
jet cross sections for A+A and p+p collisions normal-
ized by the averaged number of binary nucleon-nucleon
collisions,
RAA =
1´
d2rd2btA(r)tA(|b− r|)
dσAA
dσpp
. (13)
At NLO, one needs to include the 2→ 3 parton scatter-
ing processes and virtual corrections to 2 → 2 processes
[60]. The NLO pQCD model can describe well the exper-
imental data on single inclusive jet cross section in p+p
collisions at the LHC as measured by ATLAS [61] and
ALICE [62]. Shown in Fig. 4 is the NLO pQCD result
on single inclusive jet cross section in p+p collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV as compared to the experimental data
from ATLAS experiment [61].
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Figure 4: Cross section for single inclusive jet production in
p+p collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76TeV from NLO pQCD cal-
culation as compared to the experimental data by ATLAS
experiment [61].
We will also use NLO pQCD model to calculate the
single inclusive jet cross section in heavy-ion collisions
in which we include jet energy loss in the QGP medium
similarly as in the LO case in Eq. (12). We therefore
need to calculate the jet energy loss as the initial jet par-
tons have to traverse the dense QGP medium before they
hadronize and form the reconstructed jets as detected by
experiments.
Jets produced in p+p or A+A collisions could be ei-
ther a quark jet or a gluon jet. The energy losses for
the quark jet and gluon jet in QGP medium are dif-
ferent. One therefore has to estimate the fractions of
quark and gluon jets to calculate the jet cross section
in heavy-ion collisions. At leading order, the fractions
can be calculated from pQCD parton model as shown in
Fig. 5 where gluon jet dominates at low pT while quark
6jet dominates at high pT . At the next-to-leading order,
however, the flavor of a jet becomes ambiguous since a
jet can contain a leading parton and a gluon from final
state bremsstrahlung.
In the NLO pQCD calculation, one has to combine two
collinear partons into one single jet and sum up contri-
butions from the virtual corrections to the single parton
cross section in order to keep the final results infrared
safe. In our calculation we approximate the flavor of a
jet by that of the leading parton in a jet with a given
cone-size which could contain two or more partons.
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Figure 5: Quark and gluon fractions in leading-order approx-
imation in p+p collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
Beyond the NLO in pQCD, one has also to consider
parton shower in the final state evolution of a jet with
high virtuality. In this case, parton splitting processes
such as q → qg, g → gg and g → qq¯ have to be con-
sidered. Shown in in Fig. 6 are the quark and gluon
jet fractions from PYTHIA [63, 64] simulations of p+p
collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with cone-size R = 0.4.
Here we define the flavor the leading parton within the
jet as the flavor of the jet. These fractions are similar to
the LO results in Fig. 5. The difference between quark
and gluon jet fractions from PYTHIA simulations is only
slightly smaller than the LO results at both low and high
pT . In our calculations of jet suppression factors in A+A
collisions in the following, we will use both the LO and
PYTHIA results on the quark and gluon jet fractions.
Shown in Fig. 7 are our calculated suppression factors
in central (0 − 10%) Pb+Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76
TeV with both LO (solid) and PYTHIA (dashed) parton
fractions and jet energy loss that include recoils partons
within the jet cone and pT broadening of radiated gluons.
The jet cone-size is R = 0.4 and rapidity range of the jet
is |y| < 2.1. The difference in the suppression factors
with two different parton fractions is very small. Our
results compare well with the ATLAS data [61] as shown
in the figure, except at lower jet energy. We also show
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Figure 6: Quark and gluon fractions with PYTHIA in p+p
collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
the suppression factor due to jet energy loss without the
recoil partons as the dot-dashed line. Since the elastic
part of the jet energy loss without recoil partons is larger
than that with recoil partons, the corresponding jet sup-
pression factor is also slightly smaller. Since the radiative
energy loss is more dominant than the elastic jet energy
loss, the effect of the recoil partons on the total jet energy
loss is not very big. Their effect on the jet suppression
factors are also small. The effect of parton broadening
on the jet energy loss is quite big as we shown in the last
section, its effect on jet suppression factor should also be
very large. In principle, one should also consider the pT
broadening for recoil partons. Since the elastic energy
loss is small compared to the radiative jet energy loss,
the effect of pT broadening of recoil partons should also
be very small and can be neglected.
We also calculate the jet suppression factor in central
(0 − 10%) Pb+Pb collisions at √sNN with smaller jet
cone-size R = 0.2 and smaller rapidity range |y| < 0.5
and compare to the ALICE data in Fig. 8. The recoil par-
tons and pT broadening of radiative partons are both con-
sidered in the calculation of the jet energy loss. Because
of the smaller jet cone-size, the jet energy loss should be
bigger and therefore the jet suppression factor is smaller
than that with a large jet cone-size R = 0.4 as shown in
Fig. 7. Our results compare well again with the ALICE
data. At lower pT , the jet suppression factors from our
theoretical calculations are smaller than the experimen-
tal data for both jet cone-sizes. This might be caused
by other effects that we have not considered in our study
such as further transport of radiated gluons and recoil
partons and their contribution to the jet energy within
the jet cone.
Finally we show our prediction for the jet suppres-
sion factor RAA in central (0−10%) Pb+Pb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV with a jet cone-size R = 0.4 or R = 0.2
7√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
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Figure 7: Jet suppression factor in central Pb+Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 2.76TeV calculated with and without the recoil
parton in the collisional energy loss, comparing with the AT-
LAS data [61].
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Figure 8: Jet suppression factor in central Pb+Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 2.76TeV calculated with and without recoil par-
ton in the collisional energy loss, comparing with the ALICE
data [62].
in rapidity region |y| < 2.1. The hydro profile for Pb+Pb
collisions at this energy we used in our calculation of jet
energy loss is provided by L. G. Pang [65, 66] with initial
temperature at the center of the collisions T0 = 478.5
MeV. The jet suppression factors shown in Fig. 9 are
calculated with (solid) and without (dashed) inclusion of
recoil partons in the calculation of jet energy loss.
√
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Figure 9: Jet suppression in central Pb+Pb collisions at
5.02 TeV LHC for R = 0.4 and R = 0.2 in the rapidity region
|y| < 2.1.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we studied the effect of medium recoil
and pT broadening to the jet energy loss. With a given
jet cone-size, inclusion of recoil partons is found to re-
duce the elastic jet energy loss by a factor of 2. Within
the high-twist approach to parton energy loss, radiated
gluons induced by parton-medium interaction are most
likely to be collinear with the the leading parton and
therefore do not contribute much to the jet energy loss
with a given cone-size. We find that inclusion of pT
broadening of radiated gluons using a Gaussian broad-
ening model can transport radiated gluons to outside
jet-cone and can increase significantly the jet radiative
energy loss. Our calculated nuclear suppression factor
RAA caused by jet energy loss including both recoil par-
tons and pT broadening of radiated gluons can describe
experimental data at LHC (
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV) well. We
also calculated the jet suppression factor in Pb+Pb col-
lisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
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